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FEATURE
Discover the ethnic
backgrounds of Regis
College students, and hear
some students react to
Regis' diversitJ--or Jack

thereof.
see pages 6 & 7

ENTERfAINMENf
Take note of this week'
restaurant review of
BULLY RANCH, play review
of awaiting to be Invited"
and the ever-entertaining,
trashy Tinseltown re,·iew.
see page JO .

SPORIS

Dcn\'er. Colorado
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Share in the common
human experience of
World War II
by Kara Mattini
"Remembering World War II: Stories ·from
Wartime," is a unique junior seminar for many reasons.
To start with, more than half of the people who attend
the class are noc exactly the typical college-age student:
in fact, half of the people who come to the seminar
represent the World War ll generation.
Dr. Ron Brockway. Dr. Dan Clayton and Fr. Jim
Guyer, S.J. have teamed up to teach this junior seminar,
which focuses on "the common human experience" of
the War. The seminar, which has opened up to the
public, features numerous guest speakers who will share
their personal connections to World War II.
This past week "Remembering World War II:
Stories from Wartime" featured Deb Ellis, who is
currently a fieldworker for the national World War II
campaign to build a monument at Memonal Plaza in
Washington, D.C. in honor of all the War's veterans;
Clarke Brandt, who has collected and recorded the
stories of Second World War soldiers: usan hear, who
has worked for Stephen Spielberg as an interviewer
gathering Holocaust survivors' stories; and a live
interview between KEZW's Rick Crandle and war
veteran Paul Murphy, who survived the sinking of the
U.S.S. Indianapolis.
Indeed, this junior seminar looks to be filled with
adventurous, courageous and heart wrenching stories.
All are welcome to come and listen to the tales and
share in the experience.

American student Mike Billbe and international student
Abdul Aziz enjoy rapport and competition in Brewski's.
Eavesdrop on Billbe's thoughts on diversity and acceptance
on Regis' campus on pages 6 & 7.

Celebrate Coach Lonnie
Porter's magnificent
feat...Wbich record did
Regis' men s basketball
coach break this season?

see pages 8 & 9
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Anna Curtin

Coming to America
Before you read my column. I'd Uke to
introduce myself. My name is Anna Curtin,
and I am an exchange student from Ireland. [
chose to spend this semester in Regis for a few
reasons, one of which was because Regis is in
America. and I have always wanted to see the
country.
Secondly, I chose Regis University
because J liked the sound of it. Regis is not too
big, but 11t the same time, it is not too small,
and, of course, its location in the Rocky
Mountains definitely worked 10 the school's
advantage.
Although I have only been here a short
while, so far my stay has been great Having
said that, r should explain that my great
experiences have been freckled with the
recognition of social and cultural differences,
which bit me straight away. For instance, the
weather is not e actly what r anticipated; I was
expecting snqw, and lots of it, and much colder
conditions when r arrived in Denver. Instead,
when 1 left Ireland, the weather was, in fact,
much colder than it is here now.
Even though the Trish are friendly. I
thought that Americans might not be so
friendly to an international student; still, I did

hear from others who had been to the United
States who reported that Americans love the
lrish. 1 am pleased to confinn the others'
opinions so far! Moreover, from what I have
seen so far, r believe that people here are more
direct and straight-forward so that they say
what they mean and there is no "beating
around the bush," so to speak.
As for actual college life, lectures-or
classes as they are called here-are much
smaller than in Ireland. The average class here
is the size of tutorials that we have at home.
Thus far, Regis students seem to get far more
day to day assignments; meanwhile, in .Ireland,
professors assign less regular assignments. As
a result, those assignments that we do are
much longer, more involved and are worth
more percentage-wise. Also, Regis students are
encouraged to talk more in every class,
whereas this is usually kept for wtorials back
home. Another difference on a more national
scale is shopping; the prices are deceiving to
me, because taxes are added on after to total
sum is calculated, and so consumers think what
they are buying is cheaper than it .really is.
Although food and clothes are cheaper here,
the books are most definitely not!

pain!
Finally there are some differences when it
comes to some of the words I may use and
some of the meanings that an American may
take whc:n listening to me speak. True, there
are many misunderstanding that arise as a
result ofvocabulaiy differences, but there are
two particular instances that come to mind.
The first one is "fag." When 1 say "fag," I
mean 'cigarette,' but I have been trying to stop
using that word to save me: from any future
embarrassment. The second is a phrase that
goes as follows: "How's the craic?'' or "any
craic" (pronounced "crack''). The word "craic"
is an Irish word, which means fun.
Hopefully this personal reflection has
both fleshed out differences between Irish and
American students and cleared up at least a
few misconceptions.

World renowned author, philospher,
and theologian

Epstein on the
road to recovery

~
'
P
~
to present a limited series of lectures in

by Anna Curtin
As some of you may know, a
well known and much respected
professor of Education at Regis
University, Ginny EJ>stein, fell ill
last semester. Epstein was afflicted
with a disease of the pancreases,
which led her to a long period of
bospitilization throughout the
holiday season.
Unfortunately Epstein will not
be returning to Regis this spring
semester, as the recuperation period
for the pancreatic disease is six
months. Epstein did say. "] have

Another major difference between Ireland
and America is the legal drinking age. Now, I
don't want t.o reinforce any stereotypes of
Ireland and alcohol, but I do feel that I need to
say this: in Ireland, the legal drinking age is
18. Therefore, by the time kids go to coUege,
they can drink hassle-free, wh~reas drinking
legally here is still a big dilemma and a real

some senior classes and one of my
goaJs is to get to commencement
and applaud them."
Epstein would also like lo take
this opportunity to thank her
friends, colleagues and
administration for all their support.
She added jokingly, "I welcome
more cards, visits and lavished
gifts."
On a positive note, Epstein
concluded, "I miss everyone and r
fully intend to be back this fall and
in full strength.''

Colorado
7pm, Feb 8,,_DU, Driscoll Center Ballroom,
20.:,5 East Evans, Denver
Noon, Feb 9, CU Boulder, Forum Room, University
Memorial Center, Boulder
7:30pm, Feb 9, CSU Lory Student Center Main Ballroom,
Fort Collins
For ~ore info, contact: University of Denver Hillel at
(303)777-2773; University of Colorado-Boulder Hillel at
(303)442-6571 or CSU Hillel at (970)491-2080.
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The lady behind the Jolly Ranchers:
Carol Rossini
by Nicole Smith
There must be something incredible about Regis. Why else
her choice of schooling. Before she moved with her husband
would a dynamic , oman like Carol Rossini spend more than a
John to Colorado from Mirmesota in I 982, Rossini accumulated
decade working here?
a B.A. degree in English from the University of Wisconsin, and
Rossini, who is
currently the Writing
Center Administrator,
has been loving it at
Regis since 1987, when
she began working parttime as the faculty
secretary for the
English department and
secretary for the Ford
Foundation.
Immediately she knew
that this job would be
different; for one thing,
everyone she met had
worked at Regis for I0,
15, or 20 years. "I had
never been at one job
more than three years m
my entire life," Rossini
says, "and I thought,
'What in the world is
going on here?' But I
found out it is a really Carol Rossini collaborates with Jackson Engels to enhance the quality of his paper
as well as his wrirting proficiecy.
wonderful place to
work."
a paralegal certificate. Once she arrived on the Regis scene, she
Soon Rossini was working three-fourths time, splitting her
started working on her Master of Literary Studies degree, which
day between the English department and her new role as
she just completed. "I'm overeducated to the nth degree," she
Writing Program secretary. It was only three years ago that
confesses. "But I've always loved going to school, which is why
Rossini began working full-time in the Writing Center.
J love working in an academic community." She was able to
This semester, Rossini's job title changed from
Administrative Assistant to Writing Center Administrator. Along bring her two sons, John and Chris, into the Regis community
also. Because their mother is a Regis employee, John and Chris
with this title comes the responsibility of teaching PC 210,
enjoyed classes at reduced tuition.
Tutoring in the Classroom and Beyond. which is a mandatory
Rossini overflows with positive comments about the
class for writing consultants and teaching assistants.
Writing Center and it's other employees. Rossini and her
Rossini's role at Regis extends far beyond mere titles and
immediate supervisor, Dr. Robyn Groaning, Director of the
job descriptions. She plays a huge role in the everyday
Writing Program, enjoy a relationship that is both professional
operations of the Writing Center. She handles the front desk,
expertly assists students and faculty members with their writing, and personal. During working hours Rossini says that she
considers Gronniag "an incredible mentor." The personal
and manages the details of Regis' literary publication
chemistry between the two hums with an energy of friendship
Reflections.
and respect.
Rossini's passion for writing and English is evident from

FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER:
$20,000 CASH BONUS
PLUS $50,000
FOR COLLEGE.
Choose to serve in one of the Army's top-priority
occupational skills, and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn up
to $50,000 in money for college through the
Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army College Fund,
if you qualify.
Find out more about these great Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today. It could be
one of the most rewarding calls you've ever made.

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:
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Rossini's giving personality and concern for others also
make her a favorite among the Writing Center staff. and she
returns the sentiment. In fact, she keeps in touch with many of
the Writing Consultants after their graduation, and bas regularly
corresponded with one of her graduated English department coworkers for years.
Rossini's favorite part of her job, and one of the reasons
that sbe stuck with Regis for 13 years, is interaction with the

Carol Rossini
students. "I can't think of a better department to work in than
one that has words and people." she says. She takes on the
challenge of working with undergraduate, graduate, nursing,
and learning-disabled writers with a passion. "I love them all,"
she says. And they love her right back.
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The story of Father Tom Cummings airs this Monday at 7:00 P.M. and will reair Tuesday
morning at 9:00. Tune in and learn more about your professors.
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Residence Life changes
to accomodate University's
long-term plans
by Darcy Fehringer
Coordinator of Student Life
The Office of Residence
Life, Housing and
Conference Services has
announced a significant
change in its structure and
staffing plan to be effective
in the fall of 2000. This
change involves instating
professional staff members
as live-in residence hall staff,
dissolving the Assistance
Residence Director (ARD)
position as it is currently
known, expanding the two
Residence Life intern roles
and adding peer ministers.
This change prepares
the Residence Life program
for the university's long-term
plans to increase the size of
the Regis College student

body. As the number of
residents increases, the
demands placed on the
residence haJ I staff will
increase.
By restructuring the
professional staff, the
program will be better
equjpped to serve students
and student staff.
Professional staff memberswho ha e made a career out
of working with students and
have furthered their
education and expertise in
that area-have the time,
resources and e perience to
handle the growing demands
of managing a residence hall
and to address the needs of a
larger resident population.

Residence Life bas
asked for current staff
members' input as job
descriptions of the
professional.hall
coordinators, senior staff
members and interns are
constructed. If the contents
of thjs article do not
sufficiently explain the
details of proposed plans,
please contact Residence
Life. Any discussion
surrounding this issue is
welcomed: the Office of
Residence Life strives to
keep the students' and
communities' needs in mind
as the service work of its
department is achieved.

FIRE!!
Regis responds to Seton Hall's tragedy
by Jessica Fawcett
It's three a.m. and snowing outside. Students who have just finished_ lengthy papers drift into
a deep sleep. RRRRRRRING! The fire alarm sounds.throughouthtth~ ~es1debancbelb~ll Tempted to
hide under covers until it passes, most students grogg1ly reason at 1t s pro
y Just some
immature or intoxicated person pulling a prank. Then again, maybe not..
On January 19, an early morning fire swept through a freshm~. re~1dence hall at Seton Hall
University in ew Jersey. claiming the lives of three students and tnJurmg more th~ S? others.
Several students said they thought it was a false alarm and chose not to leave the building
immediately. Seton Hall officials hired a marketing-communications firm_ the day after the fire to
poll colleges and universities about dorm sprinkler systems._The poll, which surveye~ 37 colleges
in seven states at random, showed 45 percent of campus residence halls were not eqmpped with
sprinklers. It is likely that many residence balls were built before fire codes required public
.
.
.
. _
buildings to include sprinkler systems.
Although the residence halls at Regis are not eq~1pped ~1th sprinklers. ~h ~UJlding on
campus meets Denver Fire Department safety regulat:10?5· Frr.e alarm~ and extmgu1shers are
located in each building, and each residence hall room 1s equipped with a smoke and heat
detector. In addition to these safety devices. there are illuminated exit signs in the halls and a
central congregation point outside each ball where residents report to after a fire alarm. Each
.residence hall also practices fire procedure by reacting to surprise fire drills at the beginning of
each fall semester. Further, when a fire alarm is pulled, the Denver Fire Department and the Regis
security office are notified automatically and respond to the alarm in less than five minutes.
"For such a small campus we have a very sophisticated plan and emergency protocol," stated
Diane Cooper, Director of Residence Life.
According to Michael Red.mood Director of Regis' Physical Plant, all beat and smoke
detectors are checked annually to ensure they function properly. Fire extinguishers are checked
once a month and all emergency procedures and devices are revisited each year in case additional
safety precautions need to be established.
To increase fire safety, residents are not allowed to smoke, bum candles or incense or bring
any gasoline-operated appliances in the residence halls. If students fail to comply with fire safety
rules or leave the building when a fire alarm is pulled, residents face disciplinary action.
Residence Life 5taff members are expected to folio\\ the proper procedure each time an alarm is
pulled and to treat each drill as if it is a potential fire.
Historically, there have been no major fires or fatalities related to improper fire safety at
Regis. However, the incident at eton Hall is a startling reminder that a fire alarm may not be
false. So the next time a fire alarm rudely awakens donn residents in the middle of the night,
students are warned to think twice before hiding under the highly flammable covers.

Innovative Writing
Center's inission deenied
highly valuable
Chelsea Wonacott-Mershon

This story is thefirst artide ofa tw<rpart series
thatfocuses on Regis'successfai Writing

W E WANT YOU!
The Highlander is looking a few good
writers. If you are interested writing or
being a layout/design artist contact the
Highlander at x5391

Writing is the most basic test of
knowledge, and yet it is the most difficult to
scholarly thing to master: as a result, Regis'
Writing Center received over 2,000 visits last
year alone. Over the past ten years nearly
12 000 visit have been made to the Writing
Center to benefit from its collaborative and
personal peer services of providing feedback,
defining a topic, offering organizational
strategies and proofreading.
When it first opened in the fall of 1989,
the Writing Center was located in the basement
of Dayton Memorial Library. before
remodeling. Within its first year of operation,
486 people went to the basement to improve
their writing skills and to talk about writing
techniques.
Ten years later, the Writing Center can be
found in Loyola 1; it's the office with the Jolly
Rancher candies. Between 9:00 a.m. and 8
p.m. (until 1:00 p.m. Fridays), students walk in
to make appointments or to meet for a casual
writing session-or to snag a Jolly Rancher.
When a student makes an appointment, it
can be for many reasons. Some students need
to solidify a thesis; others want to clean their
papers of grammatical mistakes. Many Regis
professors encourage students to meet with a
Writing Center consuJtant in exchange for
bonus points-and more tightly written papers.
Most often, a meeting with a writing
consultant begins with a swift introduction and
the student filling out the top half of an

instructor communication fonn. A brief
discussion to explain the student's assignment
will ensue, and then either the consuJtant or the
student will choose to read the paper aloud.
While working together the student and
consultant cooperate to critique structure fix
punctuation or just brainstonn.
Such writing labs are unique and
innovative since the consultants are,
predominately, Regis students· so all the
advice given to students comes from students.
Usually that arrangement makes
communication more comfortable. and the
suggestions are easier to understand. UserfriendJy, student-designed handouts are
available to students unclear about many
punctuation rules proper citation methods and
transitions.
Considering all the help Writing Center
consultants provide it's not surprising to hear
that working at the Writing Center is a difficult
job. Prospective consultants must take a class
to ensure that all aspects of writing, tutoring
and advising are thoroughly understood. Then
job applicants must pass a written test that
makes certain a person is qualified for the
responsibilities.
As a result of all the preparation, Writing
Center consultants and visitors alike belit•ve
the center is a success. "It's the best, most
important student resource on campus," says
Michael Cafferkey, a junior at Regis and a
Writing Center enthusiast. "It's so cool that the
whole thing's free, and every time I go my
paper's grade improves hugely."

HIGHLANDER
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"When I grow up,
I want to he an unimportant, overlooked,
non-contributing member of society."
"When!
leave Regis,
I want to
wander
aimlessly
because I
didn't take
advantage of the opportunities I had to
gain leadership skills and selfknowledge. "

"When I graduate, I want to get turned
down for every job I apply for because I
don't have any good experience."

0 R ...
"When I graduate,
I want people to hire me on the
spot."
"When I leave
Regis,
I want to know who
I am and what I am
capable of doing."

photo by MiltS Moulding

"When I grow
up, I want to be
an RA."

"When I grow
up, I want to
stand by helpless
when other
people suffer."
"When I leave
Regis, I want to
believe that
people are meanhearted and
have cruel
intentions. "

"When I graduate,
I want to get passed
up for the job I
want because I
don't know how to
handle tough
situations. "

0 R ...
"When I
graduate,
I want to
know that I
can help the
people inmy
world."

"When I
leave Regis, I
want to fondly
remember the
community
I helped build
here.''

"When I
grow up,
I want
tobe a

Peer
Minister."

RESIDENT ASSISTANT (RA)
& PEER MINISTER
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 4;
DUE FEBRUARY 14 .
Pick one up in the
Office of Residence Life, Housing, & Conference Services, Student Center Room 216
or in the Office of Campus Ministry, Student Center Room 200

5
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Tashka Smith, Regis Graduate. "Regis is situated
in a very diverse neighborhood yet in side the
gates of Regis, a whole different world exists. For
many of the high school students who live around
us, actually attending college at Regis is an
untangible thing. Regis is setting up some plans
for Diversity Scholarships in the future, but I
would like to see this money go to qualified
students who have grown up around here and
cannot afford to come. Diversity brings life to
Regis, and educating people within our own
backyard can only benefit the entire community."
Taskha Smith
Regis graduate

Micheal Billbe
Sophomore

"I think Regis bas a long way to go before it could call
itself a diverse school. The minority students at Regis
(whether for ethnicity, socio-economic standing or
sexual orientation) are expected to know their own
history and represent everyone within their minority
group. Greater diversity will not just happen; it is
something we must work on. The foundation of
greater diversity lies in recruiting a more diverse
student body. Regis should allot more scholarship
money to make it financially accessible to
different people."
Michelle Costa
Junior

Will Gram
Freshman
"Where are all the black people!?!"

"Many people from around the world come
to Regis for a quality American education.
Regis is a good school, and Denver is a
large city with unlimited things to do. I
think it is great our school attracts people
from the Middle East, Ireland and other
parts of the world to come here to learn.
The Regis community generally supports
this diversity although many students here
ignore the ELS students and do not make
any special attempt to reach out to them.
But for the most part, I feel diversity
is welcomed and encouraged
by the student body."

"Every person is diverse, regardless of the
color of their skin or their national origin.
Although most people at Regis are white
and wealthy, they come from nearly every
state in the U.~. and, therefore, have their
own sort of diversity. Even though there is
not sufficient representation of 'minorities,'
the student body a1 Regis accepts everyone
for who they are, instead of where they
come from ... I don't expect to see any
crosses going up in flames around here
anytime soon!"
Christopher Stephan
Freshman
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Task Force forms to
enhance diversity

FEATURE+ 7
American Indian

Ethnic Breakdown

Asian-Pacific I land
Black

of Regis College
onre ident Alien

Students

by Mara Naughtin
In No~ember, a committee of Regis
University representatives met to discuss
the I8-months of research and planning
that was collected to both address and
appreciate Lhe diversit) on campus. They
wrote a proposal outlining their purpose,
goals, and ideas. Regis is a diverse
communit) that represents different
cultures. languages, religions, and racial
and ethnic groups. Father Sheeran, wllo
organized the group, agrees that the
Aimportance of diversity within our
community is unmistakable.
The group of representatives from
all three schools on-campus agreed on
some g neral goals and techniques to
effectively put these goals into action.
Increasing the number of full-time and
part-time minority faculty in each of the
three schools. offering programs and
services to recruit and support ethnic
minority students, faculty and staff, and
increasing both the number and
percentage of minority staff in exempt
positions were the three major goals of
the task force. In order to address all of
these is ·ues, participation from the entire
university is needed. To ensure that this
happens, the proposal is broken down
into categories. Leadership and Systemic
Change; Recruitment and Retention;
Curriculum Transformation: Campus and
Community Connections and Faculty,
Staff and Student Involvement. Each of
these areas addresses a different subject
of involvement and enables separate
goals to be reached simultaneously.
The categones listed above all have
separate agendas that work toward one
common goal of increasing awareness of
diversity on campus.
In the Leadership and Systematic
Change category, the task force will
continue the strong leadership that is
already an asset to our community will
establish an office for Diversity and
Multicultural relations. The task force
also wants to change the mission

- · Unknown
statement to include a commitment to
diversity.
Recruitment and Retention will
focus on institutional changes to increase
scholarships, revise academic programs
to effective!>• respond to our multicultural
society, and expand campus programming
for students to include more education
about different cultures.
Curriculum Transformation is a
committee created to fashion a
professional development process that
produces curriculum responsive to a
multicultural world and diverse student
body. This part of the program also will
attempt to broaden the course selection
while including more multicultural issues
in existing courses.
The category of Campus and
Community Connections looks to
establish a diversity advisory group from
the broader community in order to
expand community-based programs. This
part of the program will work closely
with the Institute on the Common Good
to ensure that both groups are working
towards unified goals.
The Faculty, Staff and Student
Involvement category focuses on
awareness training on diversity that
includes more on-campus workshops,
seminars and campus-wide diversity
celebrations. This group wiJI keep a log
of the efforts that both promote and
support diversity initiatives and wilJ also
expand the cultural resources in the
library that reflect the diversity of the
Regis and global community.
•
The overall goal of the Task Force
on Community Diversity is to educate
both men and women to be leaders in the
service of others while making them
more knowledgeable of other cultures,
respectful of diversity in others, aware of
his or her own culture, and willing to
explore their ov.n values and biases as
well as those of others.

·

White

Gates scholarship rew-ards
tninority achievetnent
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is
seeking to increase the number of African
Americans, American Indian/Alaska Natives,
Hispanic Americans and Asian Pacific American
enrolling in and completing undergraduate and
graduate degree programs. Eligibility
requirements for undergraduates include:
American citizenship or permanent residency:
3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale; full-time enrollment for
academic year 2000-2001 or acceptance in a
graduate degree program in mathematics,
science, engineering. education or library
sciences; have significant financial need and

have demonstrated leadership through
participation in community service or
extracurricular activities. Gates Millenium
Scholars will receive funds for the cost of
tuition, fees, books and living costs not covered
by committed grants and scholarships. A
professor, dean, academic advisor, director of a
student support program or college president
must nominate students. The deadline is
February 15, 2000. Application forms are
available at http://www.gmsp.org or at the
Academic Grants Office, Carroll Hall #2i4.

MARTIN LUIHER KING, JR.
RE G IS

CETEBRATION

UNIVERSITY
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Y2Care niore than a day
by Jessica Fawcett
fbe Martin Luther King, Jr.
celi:bralion at Regis University looks a
little different this year. The theme Y2
Care was adopted for the event, which wiU
span the entire semester and replace the
isolated one-day event Regis has planned
in the past The celebration kicked off
January 20 with a keynote speaker, special
mass and evening Step Show that
ommemorated the influential civil rights
leader.
Nadine Banks, Director of
Multicultural Affairs and chairperson for
the Y2 Care events. hopes this year's
fonnat helps provoke thoughts and feelings
from students throughout the semester.
"We planned the MLK celebration in this
way because we feel it is an issue that
should continually be pressed and
discussed," she commented. Banks has
planned ·the events in conjunction with !he
Multicultural Affairs and MLK Day
committee members.

Other Y2 Care events planned
throughout the semester include an
internationally renowned speaker on
February 24. Dr. William Guillory will
speak on topics concerning diversity,
empowerment and leadership. A reception
and discussion of issues will follow the
presentation. On March 21, during Great
Women of Spirit Week, Rev. Lucia
Guzman, a recent elect to the Denver
School Board, will be a part of a panel of
local women who are in the top ranks of
their respective organizations. The panel
will speak and field questions about
challenges and opportunities for women.
The Y2 Care celebration will culminate on
April 17-18 with the "Tunnel of
Oppression" event. This multimedia
exhibition is a tour through variations of
human experience designed to challenge
thoughts, perceptions and inner feelings on
issues dealing with oppression and hatred.

TUESDAY21
THURS
DAY24 MAR.
FEB.
Time TBA
"Unity & Communityn

William Guillory, Ph.D.
Dr. Guillory is an
internationally renowned
speaker on diversity.
empowerment and
leadership.
Reception and discussion
ofissues fol/awing the
presentation.

12:30-1:JOpm
Great Women of
Spirit Panel
A panel of local

women who are in
the top ranks of
their respective
organizations will
speak and field
questions about
challenges and
opportunities for
women.

MON . /
TUES .

17/
/

APR.
Times TBA
The Tunnel of

Oppression
This multimedi
exhibition i
ns
through
ence
ofh
challenge
d
, perceptions
inner feelings on
issues d.ealing with
oppression and
hatred. Plan for thirty
to fourty-five minutes
to complete the tour.
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Regis men's and women's
basketball teams off to a
strong start after winter break
by Reeve Barker
Regis' men's and the women's basketball
won their first games after winter break
by defeating the Mountain Lions of Colorado
prings. Following victory, the women's team
was pitted against the outhem Colorado
Thunderwolves and the Ranger women won
by 12 points. However. in their next game the
men's team suffered a set back in a loss that
could have-and probably should have-been a
win.
The women's team could not miss a shot
in their game against the Colorado Springs
Mountain Lions: in fact, in the first half the
women shot an unbelievable 7 I percent from
the floor, including an 88 percent clip from
beyond the three point line. In the end, the
women shot 53 percent from the floor and 58
percent from three-point land ... not too
shabby! It was Katie Beamon who lead the
Rangers with 16 points. The final score was
68-55. With the victory, the team went to a 9-6
record. with a 3-5 record in the conference.
For the men's basketball team, their game
against the Mountain Lions followed the same
success story. Junior power forward Michael
Rhodes and senior shooting guard Steve Bentz
lead the team to victory. accounting for 38 of
the team's 81 points. Rhodes had 18 points
and 13 boards; 11 of his points had been
teams

cored by half time. The Rangers took a 37-26
lead at halftime and never looked back as the
final score was 81-66. With this victory the
Rangers climbed back to .500 at 7-7, with a 26 record in RMAC play.
The second game for the women's team,
against the Southern Colorado
Thunderwolves, was a close contest until the
Rangers were able to pull away at the end for
a 76-64 victory, improving their record to I 0-6
(4-5). Junior forward Andi Pruitt lead the
Rangers by scoring 24 points.
Unfortunately, the men's team fell victim
to costly turnovers and flat out sloppy playing
on Saturday when competing against Southern
Colorado's men's team. Nevertheless, the men
fought back in the second half to make a game
out of it. However, Bentz was missing his
outside shot and the Thunderwolves were
hitting just about all of theirs. Under mounting
pressure Bentz managed to hit a three-pointer
to tie the score at 65. In th~ end, though, the
messy play resumed, and as a result, the
Rangers Lost 74-67. Rhodes, once again, paced
the Rangers throughout play, ending up with
18 points again. Despite Rhodes' performance
and leadership, !be Rangers dropped back ·
below .500, at 7-8 (2-7).

The Recruiting Game
by Stephanie Henry
This is the first article in a two-part
series concerning the tactics and rules
involved with recruiting at Regis,a Division ll
school.

Regis has many student athletes. Ever
topped to wonder how they got here or who
recruited them'.> tuden1 athletes have many
decisions to make before they select a
University and coaches have many decisions
to make before they select a player. Regis is a
Division 11 school and the NCAA requires that
as part of this Division the coaches must
follow certain rules when recruiting. The
coaches even have to take a test on recruiting
before they are allowed to start their recruiting
endeavors. These rules involve everything
from phone calls to face-to-face visits. The
coaches receive a handbook on recruiting that
outlines all of the recruiting rules for that
specific recruiting season. The handbook for
basketball indicates, "a prospect may not make
more than five expense-paid visits to NCAA
member institutions, regardless of the number
of sports in which the prospect is involved."
This is just one of the many rules that coaches
must follow like second nature so that they

follow the process correctly.
The recruitment system at Regis is set-up
so that the university gives each coach a
specific amount of scholarship money. "Then
each coach goes out and assesses talent and
decides who should get scholarship money in
their sport." said Athletic Director, Barb
Schraeder. Unfortunately, big roster sports like
lacrosse and soccer do not have enough
money to offer many full-ride scholarships.
However, that is not the hardest part of
recruiting students to Regis. The fact that
Regis is a small institution with high academic
standards and high tuition is what makes
recruiting difficult. Thankfully for Regis
"success breeds success" says Schraeder and
with the success of sports like volleybal I good
athletes are beating down the doors at Regis.
The athletic department works closely with
the financial aid office to give players needand merit-based scholarships. When providing
scholarships "we always need to improve as
much as we can," Schraeder says. "The
school sees it as a good tool because we can't
give full rides to everyone so Regis still has
some paying customers."
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Colorado's winningest coach is ...

Regis' Lonnie Porter
by Stephanie Henry
Basketball Coach Lonnie Porter believes that at lhis
games. He gives so much of himself." Co-Captains teve
point becoming the winningest college basketball coach
Bentz and William Dicks were glad to be a part of
in state history "doesn't have anJ
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - history. Bentz says, "We wanted to
significance because of the season
get the six wins for him." The six
we're having and because I am
wins were all coach Porter needed
more focused on team lhan self."
to surpass Coach Jim Darden of
However, Coach Porter says that
the Colorado School of Mines with
when he is older, he will probably
309 wins and claim his place in
look back and reflect on this
history.
achievement, but for now bis team
However, it's very important
is more important. Many are aware
to remember that Coach Porter
of how Coach Porter and his many
truly cares for tus players. The
accomplishments have affected
challenge of reaching his players
Regis. One such person is Doug
and giving them the skills they
Montgomery who states "When
need to succeed once they leave
you say Regis athletics people
Regis is what continues lo
immediately think of Lonnie
mouvate him to coach. This sense
Porter. I think that's a testament to
of wanting to teach hi players
how great a coach he is and ... to
about the world beyond the court is
what an outstanding person be is."
not lost on his players. Co-captain
This is Coach Porter's 24th
William Dicks ays it beSt when he
season wi:th the Rangers, and
says, "Coach Porter brings out the
during this time he has had seven
best in you and makes you work
20-win seasons, won four
hard. He prepares you for more
conference titles and over 95
than just basketball. He prepares
percent of his players have
you for the real working world."
-Doug Montgomery
graduated. Assistant Coach Doug
His caring and willingne s to teach
Farley says. "The accomplishment
his players life skills is what makes
is well desen•ed. and r am very happy for him because
him even more successful than his winning record.
he does so many other things besides just winning

''When you say
Regis athletics
people immediately
think of Lonnie
Porter.
I think that's a
testament to
how great a
coach he is and ... to

what an OUtS tanding

p erson he is."

Regis's winningest coach, Lonnie Porter

Barker's Midseason picks
for the NBA's MVP
by Reeve Barker
A MVP is a player who helps
teammates at all times during all games.
There are so many players who could
be honored with the NBA's prestigious
Most Valuable Player award, and I have
narrowed it down to the five most
worthy players. My potential candidates
are Tim Duncan, Jason Kidd, Kevin
Garnett, Allen Iverson and Shaquile
O'Neil.
Let's start with the front-runner in
the casual, or even hardcore, NBA fan's
choice for the award : Shaquile O'Neil.
Indeed, he is the most dominating
player who exists; however, the MVP
must be able to do everything, including
free throws, and-as we all know--Shaq
has had some problems in that arena.
The reason O'Neil remains on my list is
because there have been previous MVP
award recipients who also failed at
shooting free throws. Wilt Chamberlain
is the most recognizable MVP with
such a situation, but he won the honor
because he averaged 50 points per game
and-no offense to Shaq-no one wil l
ever manage that feat again. In my
opinion, he is no Chamberlain, and
never will be, so because of his free
throws, and only because of his free
throws, I predict that Shaquile O'Neil
will not be this year's celebrated MVP.
Moving to the other big men, we'll
go to the backcourt: "The B ig Man in
Minnesota" first comes to mind, who is
also known as Kevin Garnett. The man
can do everything· he can hit the mid-

range jumper take you to the low-block
and to the high-block, shoot three point
shots! Garnett is a seven-foot forward
who can do anything and everything,
from blocking shots to guarding
smaller players and shutting down the
other team's "best big man." On top of
these cultivated talents Garnett can hit
free throws-while O'Neil cannot. When
you think about how long Garnett has
been in the league, you don't realize that
he is only 23 years old. How much
better could he get? The only
suggestion for major improvement on
Garnett's game is to prescribe him to the
weight room for some intense workouts.
And yet, he's done so well thus far, so
perhaps it would be better to just leave
him be.
Toe next big man I look at is the
closest thing to Karl Malone. Tim
Duncan has the ability to do everything
Garnett does, but the thing that puts
Garnett over the top is that he has
developed a spectacular three point shot
and can make his free throws with more
regularity than Duncan. Duncan,
however, can do anything else and is a
better passer than Garnett. Duncan may
also be a better inside player than
Garnett becau e the "Karl Malone
Shadow" has more meat on his bones
than Garnett. He is also a monster on
the boards and at blocking shots.
Ultimately, Garnett and Duncan are the
two men that are truly in contention for
the MVP of 2000.

And nm: we'll tum our attention to
the guards. Jason Kidd is the best point
guard there is, bar none. Payton could
be considered as a close-runner, but
Kidd has the ability to do everything
Payton does and then some. He can get
a triple-double on any given night. He
has Stockton's passing ability with more
size. The only thing he has had to work
on is his outside shot; be is a bit streaky.
Then with the addition of Penny
Hardaway, there is just one more
excellent player for Kidd to pass the
ball to. Jason Kidd is exactly what you
want in a point guard--an unselfish
player. Kids look up to Iverson. who
was a point guard. and Marbury, who is
a point guard, and they are both great
players, but if a kid wants to be a point
guard, then Jason Kidd is the best role
model.
Allen Iverson's is a talent that
simply cannot be ignored by anyone.
After all, the man leads the league in
scoring, and he is near the top of the
ranks in steals. which are the two selfrealized goals he set for himself. What
makes Iverson different from the other
players I have listed here is that if you
give him the ball with the game on the
line. you are guaranteed an excellent al
shot winning or tieing the game. With
the other MVP candidates, they would
probably be fouled, and e en though r
praised Garnett's foul shooting, I would
rather have Iverson on the line for the

game.

Crested Butte comes
highly recommended
by Patrick Porsche
Looking for a great ski and snowboard getaway? Look no
further than Crested Butte. Crested Butte is a unique ski resort and
town that offers escape from the over-crowded and over-priced
mountain resorts. like VaiJ Associates. The ski resort boasts 3,062
vertical feet and I 160 acres of skiable terrain to outdoor
enthusiasts. And during the last two weeks of the season April 216, one can ski free at Crested Butte, making it the best deal
around. If that is not enough, the last day of the season is Ski
Naked Day!
Crested Butte's accessible extreme terrain is more than
anywhere in lhe United tate . Therefore, this ski resort is really
tailored for advanced snow riders, offering 550 acres of double
black diamond runs. Beginners will encounter a lot of flats on the
green runs that wind around the mountain like cat tracks. Toe
mountain receives 298 inches of sno\.\ annually, and it is less
crowded than neighboring mountains. The resort also offers a fourmile snowshoe loop.
The town of Crested Butte. located a few miles away from the
res~rt, has a real small town feel that has not been corrupted by big
busmes~. In fact, the only chains in Crested Butte are the Am
and. Phillips. 66 g~ stations. The town is home to many intere~g
businesses, mcluding two noteworthy mountaineering
stores.Crested Butte lies 230 miles southwest of Denver and ·t
1
takes about four hours to travel the distance.
'
In particular, the Crested Butte Brewery offers seve
brews, including a White Buffalo pale ale and an am
cnt
that goes by "game sausage." For dinner the po
eat was
for their tangy flavor. Toe elk burger t~ed g
at the
not too different from that of a hamburger.
g experience
brewery was remarkable. ln the end, th
cost $40 for two tired snowboarders
food at the base of the
Yet, if one is looking for sa · most superb option. Ted
mountain, Ted's Hot Dog S
in Colorado for $1 and quality
delights in serving the be
also serves a terrific lunch that costs
burritos for $2.50. Th iything from sandwiches, calzones and
about $5 every tim food and drinks on the mountain were
pizza by the sli d so be aware that when one buys a hot
extremely o l .? 5 0~ the mountain, he or she could have bought a
choco\at d h'ps at Ted's for the same price.
hot d
C I
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Play 'Waiting to be
Invited' waits no
longer for acclaim
by Tricia Etchart
S.M. Shephard Massat's production of
Waiting to be fu ited is not for the faint of
heart. It is. however, a moving humorous and
true portrayal of what it was like to be black in
segregated Atlanta.
The story revolves around Massat's
grandmother Ms. Louise, portrayed by Lynette
Du Pre, who decides to take the bus to
downtown Atlanta with three friends to dine at
an all-white restaurant
The four women explore personal issues
related to discrimination in the South. The
production touches on the fears they
experience, their courage, and their
detennination to stand up for their rights as
human beings to dine where they please. The
play reflects the support they gain through
their friendships. The bus driver, played by
Keith L. Hatton, offers a male's perspective to
th.e women's coo ersation.
The conversation is mingled with tales of
despair, bright hwnor, and touching
emotionalism. The play explores the tragedies
of living in a society plagued by discrimination

filled world, yet offers hope for a better world.
As Ms. Louise, Lynette Du Pre gives a
forceful, sincere portrayal. Her three traveling
companions, played by Candy Brown Houston,
Ebony Jo-Ann and Michele Slay, provide a
strong supporting cast
The play, directed by Israel Hicks, opened
January 13th at the Space Theatre located in
the Denver Center for the Perfonning Arts
Complex and is scheduled to run through
February 19th. Performance times vary
depending on the day of the show. Ticket
prices range from $23-$36.
The musical accompaniment., while small,
adds the appropriate mood for the scenes. The
musicians Sam Guill and Warren Smith are
superb. A simple set and mood lighting keeps
the audience focused on the actors and their
compelling words.
Hicks admirably tells a poignant yet
intense story. Area theatregoers would be well
served by joining the bus journey as it leads
1hem toward a new life of freedom.

The talk of Tinselto"7n
by Melissa Chavez
And now for today's top
stories. Israel and Palestine
have designated ten days of
talks in Southern rsrael to
construct a framework for a
peace treaty, and China
threatens to invade Taiwan if
it declares independence,
blah, blah, blab. Now on to
entertainment spotlight
Yes, this excursion into
the world gossip should prove
entertaining. Republican
presidential candidate George
W. Bush was named
"Governor Smirkn by New
Hampshire's biggest paper last
week, due to his "smug
attitude" during his interview.
In a Republican candidate
pre-primary debate last week,
some heated arguments
erupted regarding former
diplomat, radio host, and
presidential candidate Alan
Keyes' "surreal" mosh-pit
experience. Keyes' recent
crowd surfing at a Rage

Against the Machine concert
ignited criticism and what
could be calJed indifference.
His stand?"[ think that
[crowd surfing] exemplifies
the kind of trust in people that
is the heart and soul of the
Keyes campaign, and when
you trust them, they will hold
you up." Crowd-surfing
politicians, what next?
Maybe as shocking as
crowd-surfing politicians is
the return of talk shows, such
as "Donny and Marie,"
"Queen Latifah," and
nForgive and Forget," to next
season's lineup. These lowrated and syndicated shows
have dominated 65% of the
nation's television stations. [n
the meantime, shows of much
higher quality, including such
meat and potatoes talk shows
as ''Jerry Springer Show,"
"Sally Jessy Raphael,n and
"Maury" have captivated
90% of the nation.

A definite talk show for
next season will be "The Late
Show" with David Letterman.
CBS is looking for someone
to fill in for Letterman during
bis recovery from open-heart
surgery. Talk of Jerry
Seinfeld, Regis Philbin,
Howard Stem, Burt Reynolds,
and Rosie O'Donnell have
been lurking through the
studio.
In music, Santana's
phenomenal album
"Supernatural" is still at the
top of the charts. Album sales
increased by 25, 000 last
week alone, which is possibly
due to the American Music
Awards. Rock band Third Eye
Blind tired guitarist Kevin
Cadogan, who shared writing
for 10 of 14 songs on their
.1997 self-titled release and 6
songs on their latest release
"Blue."

Do you tJlre fu he enteriameJ?
Revie"" plays, rate movies and scour
Den e~ for fine cuisine as a
Highlander Entertainment
staff eporler.
Contact the H hi
ig ande r of/ice at x5391

BULLY RANCH
20 VAIL RoAD ... VAIL, CO ... I .800.654-831 2
by Kevin Berman
6 p.m. can quench any thirst with a
Located on the west end of Vail
VIiiage, Soonenalp Resorts of Vail
presents the Bully Ranch Bar and
Grill. This rustic restaurant features a
full service bar as well as
professionally prepared lunch and
dinne.r. This is not just a typical
burger and bar joint; Bully Ranch
offers a selection of steak, seafood and
ribs, in addition to chicken sandwiches
and hamburgers. This restaurant and
the attached resort are open year round
and has been owned and operated by a
Bavarian family for fifteen years.
Manager Jill Litton says "Friday night
is mudslide night, and we have people
lined up outside the door at 7 p.m.
waiting to party all night," The
mudslides are $5 each. Other drink
specials to note: Happy Hour from 3 -

half liter of any the four fine beers on

tap: KaltenBerg, a locally brewed
pilsner; Fat Tire· Bass; or Guinness,
each for $3.50. The food was tasty,
and the service was friendly. Meal
prices start at $8 and exceed $2S for
the steak dinners. However, the
servings were satisfying, and the Bully
Ranch Bar's atmosphere was very
pleasing. In comparison to the
cafeteria prices on the mountain, a pit
stop at the Bully Ranch Bar is worth
the extra two bucks to get some
service and some real food.

Rating: French Fries A+
FoodB+
Happy Hour value AOverall value B+.

KEZW-AM 1430

seeks a Promotions Ccnrlinator
-requires excellent writing, communication and organization skills
-must be comfortable dealing with the public at station events
-no direct experience is necessarya strong desire to team about radio promotions is nece
-the position is pennanent part-time at 20 hrs. a week-hours
may be scheduled at your preference to some extent
-pay is $10'hr. gross-additional money-making opportunities
increase as remotes and appearances increase
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BranJNew
2 and 4 bedroom

Referees and Council
Members are needed for
the remainder of this
semester and next
semester. Referees are
paid $8 a game and
council members will
recieve stipends.

apartments
Includes: hot tub,
volleyball, highspeed
internet accessibility

HIGHLANDER

ONLY 9 BLOCKS
FROM REGIS

Send your message of love to your
significant other via the Highlander

4 703 W. 52nd Ave.
(303) 4 77-3905

APARTMENT§ FOR RENT

We will be in the Student Center on
Tuesday, February 1st
Wednesday, February 2nd.
Thursday, February 3rd
from 11:30-1:30 to take your Valentin.e's for
publication, or you drop your Valen.tine off in the
basement of the Student Center no later than Mon.day,
February 7th.
Only, $1.00 for 25 words.

I

Lake Park Condominiums
One be-droom. Renovated building, all new interiors. Lots of closet
space. Security system. On site laundry. Heat and water paid. Units on
the 4th and 5th floors available. Located at I-70 and Federal, next to
Rocky Mountain Park. $700/mnth. Call (303)567-1372

-

THE WIDE WORLD OF REGIS
., '

January 31, 2000 - February 13, 2000

.::~·

Monday, January 31
The Highlander comes out
Student Senate meeting in the faculty lounge
4:30pm
5:45pm
Romero House community night

12:00pm
Regis Baseball v. Hastings at Regis
6:00pm The Taste of Colorado goes to Fiddle on the Roof

Monday, February 7

Tuesday, February 1
11 :30am
5pm
7pm

Highlander Valentine space on sale in the Student
Center
Soup and Scripture
Phillip Gleason, special guest, speaks in the Chapel

5:45pm

RNPM Applications Due
Highlander Valentine's due
Romero House community night

Tuesday, February 8

Wednesday, Febraury 2

5pm
6pm
8pm

11 :30am
4pm
7pm

Wednesday, February 9

Highlander Valentine space on sale in the Student Center
Resume writing workshop, sponsored by Career Services
Choir in the chapel

7pm

Soup and Scripture
Regis Women's Basketball v. Colorado Christian
Regis Men's Basketball v. Colorado Christian
{Fan van leaves at 5:15pm)

Chapel Choir

Thursday, February 3 ·
11 :30am
4pm
5pm
5:30pm
7:30pm

Thursday Night Thrills featuring Jim wand
Highlander Valentine space on sale in the Student Center
Have your resume reviewed
Dinner for all campus ministers
Regis Men's Basketball v. Mesa Stateat Regis-halftime shootout
Regis Women's Basketball v. Mesa State at Regis

Thursday, February 10
4pm

Friday, February 11

Friday, February 4
Senior Leadership Retreat

5:30pm
7:30pm

Saturday, February 5
12:00pm
1:00pm
3:00pm

Senior Leadership Retreat continues
Regis Baseball v. Hastings at Regis- kickoff party
Regis Men's Basketball I/. Western State at Regis .
Regis Women's Basketball v. Western State at Regis

Thursday Night Thrills: Shaft Valentine's Dance
Have your resume reviewed (no appointment necessary),
contact Career Services

KAIROS Retreat
Regis Women's Basketball v. Chadron State at Regis
Regis Men's Basketball v. Chadron State at Regis- half time
shootout

Saturday, February 12
12:00pm

KAIROS Retreat
Regis Baseball v. Rockhurst at Regis

Sunday, February 13
Sunday, February 6
Senior Leadership Retreat concludes

12:00pm

KAIROS concludes
Regis Baseball v. Rockhurst at Regis
,._
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atextboo
example of
tbe Internet

so bandy.
We realize we don't hav
VarsityBooks.com we've
also receive them in just o

te your

time explaining the virtues of the lnternet. Let1s just say that at

most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll
..:<~.;.,·"-"~':\:' ..

ree business days. All on a Web site that's completely reliable and secure.

What more do you need to know?

SAVE UP TO 40!1/o 0~
Savings otf distributor's suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.
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